NSC 393 Internship Requirements

1 unit = 45 hours  
2 units = 90 hours  
3 units = 135 hours

In order to have NSC 393 units added, a student must:

- Complete the NSC Experiential Learning form with supervisor signature
- Complete the Internship Application form with supervisor signature
- Submit completed forms to Jennifer Ravia in Shantz 324 (or via email at jravia@email.arizona.edu)

The Internship Assignments below will be due on the last day of classes of the term in which the internship is being completed:

- A journal critique/review (2 pages, double-spaced, 12 pt. font) regarding an article of the student’s choice and how it relates to their work within the internship. The journal articles must be attached to the critique/review. This assignment should be submitted to the internship supervisor for edits, then submitted in final form to Jennifer Ravia at jravia@email.arizona.edu
- A weekly log of hours; including brief statements of the completed duties each week. This must be signed by the internship supervisor
- Final paper (3-4 pages, double-spaced, 12 pt. font) explaining the overall experience and how the internship did or did not benefit the student. Students must elaborate on their specific experience. As above, this should be submitted to the internship supervisor for edits, then submitted in final form to Jennifer Ravia at jravia@email.arizona.edu